
Abstract 

Feeling or emotional power of great inner man must have experienced a certain feeling that arises from sensory 

stimulation that dicerapnya. Emotion is a complex atmosphere and the thrill that accompanies or appears before or 

after the occurrence of a behavior. Emotion is a powerful psychological force that causes an intense craving or desire 

of an object or situation for the fulfillment of the emotion. Anger becomes a dominant feeling in behavior and 

physiology. Expression of anger can be found expression, body language, and the psychological response. Keduaanya 

is feeling the urge of the senses into a form of expression. The author experienced and look at the social conditions in 

the environment, the anger is actually the position of "negative" it limits patient "positive" because anger must be 

controlled. Anger emotional part of modern psychologists view anger as a primary emotion, natural, and mature 

experienced by all humans at a time, and it is something that has functional value for survival. Uncontrolled anger 

can negatively impact the quality of personal and social life. 

Authors convey the processed forms of anger in the form of painting that seeks to create and form a rage that makes 

happiness is a way to work and try to give the angry and controlling role with good sense and to form a positive thing. 

Because anger repressed and controlled to surpass limits and making one that can harm humans and the environment 

once against writter to form a painting by expressionist style because of the way the work is trying to pour the anger 

of the smelting which makes the feeling of happiness in it. expressionist of the work of the authors tried to explain 

indignation which is processed into a form of work and small shapes that make a positive anger. Experience the 

emotion of anger that melted in the sense of happiness and makes the painting expressionist provide delivery to the 

general public against the painter.Keywords: keyword should be chosen that they best describe the contents of the 

paper and should be 
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